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Hooshang Kazemi — NETWORK

THE WILLOW OAK AND THE CANDLE
I wake to the sound of the willow oak
and for an instant believe
the woman sleeping beside me is you.
Daylight begins through the muslin curtains
where you used to comb
the sun through your hair.
Winter mornings, when the windows glittered with rime,
you drew my arm across your body like a quilt.
Sometimes the willow oak outside our window
would brush a leafless limb against the pane.
I didn't know then how to stop
the sun from falling on your eyes.
At night we'd read together by candle light,
the wax dripping on the pages,
the shadow of the willow oak brushing the window.
Now, at the edge of the bed,
listening to this woman's steady sighs,
I peel the wax, leaf by leaf, from our book —
more quiet than any willow oak.
—David Breitkopf
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DOMINIONS OF RETURN
From the bar we called home in Tangiers
the fishermen tried to explain
why their sails were deceived
when the ocean rose without wind.
I remember how you felt uneasy
when the innkeeper pushed
against the wheels of his chair
and we walked along the shore to find
how much beauty survives the world.
A small boy came to us, his
outstretched hand shaking from hunger.
Now you keep a candle for him,
locked on the sill by strands of wax.
Last night you called the boy's name,
his small request cast against dream.
When you awoke, you said your cry
was given back in a voice
which belonged to someone else,
someone you were before. Jennifer,
everything in time escapes us.
—Terrell Fugate
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Eileen Card — MASK OF EASTER
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DESTINATIONS
September — the way an unexpected chill
breathes into a room fresh possibilities —
blankets, fire, pumpkin, flannel.
And how the room now newly redefined
points towards other, always escaping destinations:
perhaps towards a cloud, lake-reflected,
into which geese might have just disappeared,
towards a door hesitantly tapped open
by the paw of a sleepwalking cat,
towards the surprise of finding Miami Beach
on a postcard lost behind the bed.
Then you hear the wind scraping
against the branches. The slight variations
of sunlight on the leaves
fix shapes within shadows within shapes.
—Chuck Scott
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Karen Sewe

CALLING BACK OUR LIVES
It seemed like a faint voice was calling
from another room when you
piled up the leaves and branches
at the burrow's mouth, waving
smoke into the dim tunnels.
We bent our ears to the sand, tracing
the woodchuck's confusion.
How many lives end like this,
remembrance of the darker turns
in a lifetime obscured
by the sudden thrill
of one's own death?
Remember this feeling, you said,
pressing my hand against the still fur,
remember this story of a life spent feeling the way
along tunnels beneath the ground.
—Jami Wolf

ALWAYS THE SAME THOUGHT
Father, I understand now why you taught me
the names of lichen, wildflowers, berries,
sifting through the knotted undergrowth
for the right color —
what the blackbirds know by heart.
It must have been that the rotting logs
held a sweetness in death
that we shared as best we could.
And I always wondered when we spoke
the same thought in unison
what would happen if we did stay alone
among the dim trees,
jinxed by what we shared,
unable to speak our hearts
until someone said our names.
—Jami Wolf
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George Conley

SUMMER A.M.
Deep in the decaying maple stump
nest the delicate skeletons
of week-old chickadees, still
open-mouthed. The widower cries
five miles away
on the rim of a dumpster where
one rusty side puzzles your youngest —
small hands wringing her squalid undershirt
as she slowly reads the painted words,
"I...love...you...rag...man,"
with satisfaction. Her two
brothers are bent open-mouthed over
the grinning bowels of a dog
on the roadside where they seek
their father's approval —
you, who never want to look
for yourself, but lie instead
unseen on your back in the seat
of the pick-up nearby
and listen to the mournful song
on the radio.
—Jenny Arthur
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ONE WEEK LATER
As the ants piled their dead
on the landing of our staircase
and I, descending,
thought of small losses,
you slashed away another
day of October,
stuck the pen in your mouth
and sank to the bed.
When I entered you looked
straight out the window
but rose to protest
when I left with the vacuum.
"Don't vacuum the ants!
They're the best thing we got."
You puzzle me, Nick,
you puzzle me.
—Jenny Arthur
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RUMMAGE SALE
The view from this window
is fifty years old. Still,
a small rain punctuates the block
every Sunday afternoon.
The old woman who lived here is gone,
and we flick through her
deserted junk like birds. You stare
out onto the wet streets
thinking glissante
and rolling the word around
in your mouth like wine.
We wonder about names
scrawled in her worn Bible —
was she Ruby or Faith or April?
Arms full of herringbone
dress, chain purse, copper
pot, you buy a picture
of the beautiful newlyweds.
Wondering what it is like to become
just pieces to someone,
I tap the taut, dry stomach
of the bed.
—David Franke

THIS EVENING
I suddenly believed you,
watching from this open window
the screen of woods fade back,
folding into holes of light
through the Pin Oak's dark face.
And only the appearance of night deceives
us, taking trees full of light,
their long fingers of limbs promising,
promising. This room grows slightly
smaller with each deep breath,
honeysuckle crowding the air,
until we become shadows, each
only the absence of each
other, whispering
"Tell me the story, any story,
I will believe."
—David Franke
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Ke lly Alexander

SUMMER
I can smell summer
in the water that drips from the hose.
The red tricycle that used to worry
about cracks in the sidewalk
finds me in the garage.
As I sit backwards
on its warped seat,
I remember the girl
who lived behind us.
How she must still speak
as if she thinks
I know what she will say.
Again she touches me,
breath of a ghost,
and I don't understand.
It is summer
when they send her away,
oaks lying to squirrels,
the sun going down
leaving the air empty.
—Pete Link

TRACES
A moth spirals around this porch light
as if to speak, as if what it thought were suspended;
and beyond, a nighthawk's nasal song
dreams of flight through the opaque air.
I remember the way we would talk on the pier below here,
keeping the moths away. A light from a house
across the lake would shine on your wrist as you pointed
to follow the bird, your shadow dark on the water.
What I am trying to say to you is something
about how when I remember your leaving, I am left
with an image of the bird's flight, the shadow's footprint,
the traces moths leave before my tightly closed eyes.
—Pete Link
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FOLLOWING THE PAST
There is only one way to say this,
but the way it happens
reminds me of your voice stretching
across the fields at night —
your silence told more than you knew.
If, in your absence, I learned
what it meant to keep the days to myself,
watching the slow tongues of fern
unfurl into the waiting season,
if the moon itself made a difference,
it is because you told me
trust can't be drawn on any map,
that the best route is always found by chance.
That is why you never explained
your wanderings in the tangled fields
beyond our house, why you cut a path
with your machete no one could follow.
These days your walks are longer than ever,
and you tie the trees with strips of red cloth
picking your way back at dusk,
leaving nothing behind. I know you'll find
that stream whose stones we made a bridge of,
that stream which left a trail of itself
in the mist of the wintry meadows.
It will make a difference to you.
This time, you will tell me.
—Jami Wolf
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WHAT WE ARE SAYING
The marshes and swamps of this region
are holding nothing new.
The gently waving sawgrass still cuts
the hounds' feet, and the hunters stop
to watch them lick the blood from their raw pads.
The flooded land seems to expand
with each step we take,
each sentence we leave unfinished
every time we think we've finally remembered
what it is that's been so important
all these years.
And the piercing wail we heard at dusk
had nothing to do with sadness after all —
it was just the timid Limpkin bird
calling the night in
as he picked a path through the rushes.
Even this moment's silence can't explain
why the sudden explosion
of mallards from the water
made me think that the things we hear each other say
have always gone a different route,
that we are forever answering echoes.
—jam i Wolf
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Darla K. Currence

Scott Wallace
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Eileen Card — CRUCIFIED

REFRAINS
Elms serrate the clouds where
the silent chimney of a farmhouse
that burnt to the ground years ago
has nothing more to tell me
than the pebbles I kick around
aimlessly. To the right, acorns are
rotting in a pan, where once
a woman, aproned, her hair
swept in a bun, baked
brown bread on a night like this.
The embers almost seem alive
with spoons, combs, horseshoes,
and this handle for something I can't
imagine. And now I find
this music box. Is that
what I was looking for?
If only I could pry it open,
let its refrain wind
through the elms, playing the woman's
song, singing her past.
—Shalamar Sibley
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Barry Aslinger

TRYING TO FILL THE TIME
Grandmother, when I visit, you show me
the African violets you grow in the clay pots
you bought from Pueblo Indians the year
your first husband left you in New Mexico.
Sipping burgundy wine after dinner,
you tell me how each day you walked
three miles to the reservation to watch
the old blind woman as she smoothed the stacked
coils of clay, her wet hands moving
in a rhythm that recalled the grinding stone,
ears of dried corn, the dust
that caked on the sweating backs of the men
who loosened the hard, dry earth
between the young plants in the field.
As you pull weeds I wouldn't notice
from the pots of violets on your porch, you remember
how the smell of the hot kiln clung
to your hair and clothes, how at night,
alone in your house, watching the fire,
you thought of her, wondering if she washed the dust
from her husband's back, her own hands
stained by the clay she worked every day.
—Liz Albert
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HOW SHE REMEMBERS THE OYSTER PLANT
She always has this story: Millions
of years ago a gray shark
circled over her farm
scraping his belly on oyster
beds when the tide was low.
It's a story her brother told her
when she brought home the fossil tooth
she found along the creek
among the oyster plants
they boiled in a poor stew.
Standing alone in the bed
of a dried creek, this past
comes to her: fish
swimming over her father's
barn, fish swimming
past her mother's kitchen,
her own room swaying
with persistent tides, barnacles
growing over the walls,
and the boy, her brother, telling
her stories, his voice soft
as the fruit of the oyster plant,
and the fossil tooth growing
warm in her hands.
—Liz Albert
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Cam Busch
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THE ATTIC
Standing mirrors, chests,
strips of roll insulation,
books, even this chair,
wooden framed, the stuffing
coming out of its print seat,
tell me you were like me.
It seems as if you held
your breath here, as if
the candle flame revealed
your secrets, as if you wanted me
to guard the shell necklaces,
the pins you left behind.
Now I sit in your chair
staring through an open door
at a reflection of ourselves
that I can make disappear
when I squint my eyes,
seeing you in the cedar robe.
—Lisa Kinberger
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John Shuster — EGG STUDY

(untitled)
Gradually, you
become a foreigner
to your own body.
Your body no longer
resembles you. It
keeps appointments you
did not make. Children,
grandchildren come
with Minoltas and cassettes
to authenticate
your existence. They want you
to tell, retell how
your Quaker mother was baptised,
turned out of Meeting; how
your father invented a gauge
that measures the thickness of steel.
They are all timid birds
nibbling at your life for whatever
winter-blasted berries can be
gleaned. But inside, it's Spring.
You are the same self
you've always been:
trying to speak French
in that port city dress shop
in the forties
only Hindustani comes out.
Always, the baggage gets
heavier with travel.
—Rachel Landrum Crumble
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CELEBRATING THE BIRTHDAYS OF THE DEAD
Grandma, I read you Psalm 16.
I don't remember now what it says,
but held your onion skin hand
blue veins breathing slow beneath.
And your lentil green eyes wide as a child's.
Remember.
When I was little I said
that I would celebrate
the birthdays of the dead. Take a cake
to the grave each flickering year.
But I don't even know where
your body lies, nor what
your age would be today, though you're
younger than I'll ever be.
They are waiting until Spring comes
North to sell your house. The contents
strangely drained, or labelled
"Mary's" or "Father's." I sit
at a desk that sat forty years
in Martin's room above the kitchen.
But where are the broken-faced marionettes?
The Psalmist prayed, "Oh Lord,
light my candle." And forgetting to wish,
I blow yours out.
That this party was a child's
suggestion: Remember.
—Rachel Landrum Crumble
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Don Zimmer

LESSONS
Before you came, I never noticed the hickory nuts
fallen among the leaves.
Never felt the smoothness of the inner shells
or the whorled bark of the trees.
You broke through the splintered softness of pine,
pointed out the strength of dogwood.
Now I see each limb in a stand of silver birch,
the way the thin white bark winds around the trees,
the way the leaves turn to give back sunlight.
Something of the way you spoke is in the sound
of wind moving the branches of sycamore.
Still, there is much left undone.
The birds, perched in Southern pines
are left unnamed, their singing undefined.
—Susan Hall Herport
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C. Mabe
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Christopher Law

THE LAST GRASSHOPPER
You wait alone
on a dry blade of bitterweed
wings ravelling like gauze
in a thin wind;
you wait
listening to the pale shadow
of your last song,
counting the spider's steps,
dreaming of winter wheat.
—Terry Krause

KEEPERS OF THE FIRES
In paintings hung on the walls of an adobe hut
somewhere outside Denver
they wait, babies strapped in sleep to their bent backs.
Their whispers mingle with the hiss of our wet pine and elder,
their eyes reflect the flames of other fires,
they remember, and they watch us huddled as
we twist, poke, stir the ashes,
searching as they did for some promise
waiting on the fringes of our small fires
that cast tall shadows
rising even higher
on the smoke of our yearning
to be warriors.
—Terry Krause
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DREAMS, 1943
Maybe it was the shadows of graveyards
that seemed to pass slowly over
the folds of your face when you spoke,
the calling of that distant war.
For years now you have spoken
only in rhymes, and have hung
your picture upside down on the wall.
Each night your dreams patrol
the dark fields of midnight.
This morning, you remember your dream
of two helpless birds suspended
in the chill over a darkened spruce.
If only I could call those birds away
that hover always out of our grasp,
that, like the faces in Belgrade,
hang forever from gables and streetlamps.
—Nancy Brown
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Hooshang Kazemi — PHYSICS 101
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Editor's Note—The staff would like to thank all contributors for the high quality of their submissions;
also, special thanks to Richard Jackson, Bruce Wallace and Robert Vanier for their time, attention, and
support.
CONTRIBUTORS
Liz Albert is a Brock Scholar majoring in Humanities at UTC. Kelly Alexander is majoring in Art at UTC.
Jenny Arthur is a Brock Scholar majoring in Humanities at UTC. Barry Aslinger is majoring in Business
at UTC. David Breitkopf is majoring in English at UTC. Nancy Brown is majoring in Special Education
at UTC. Eileen Card is majoring in Art at UTC. George Conley is majoring in Communications at UTC.
Darla Currence is majoring in Art at UTC. David Franke is majoring in English at UTC. Terry Fugate is a
graduate of UTC; he has had poems published in numerous magazines. Joi Greene is majoring in Art
at UTC. Susan Hall Herport is a graduate student in English at UTC. Hooshang Kazemi is majoring in
Engineering and Computer Science at UTC; he is a graduate of the New York Institute of
Photography. Lisa Kinberger is a Brock Scholar majoring in Biology at UTC. Terry Krause is a graduate
student in English at UTC. Christopher Law is majoring in Art at UTC. Pete Link is a Brock Scholar
majoring in Humanities at UTC. C. Mabe is majoring in Art at UTC. Ron McMillan is a graduate of the
Art Institute of Atlanta. Mark Northern is a student at UTC. Chuck Scott has a B.A. in English and is
currently studying drama at UTC. John Shuster is a Brock Scholar majoring in Biology at UTC.
Shalamar Sibley is a Brock Scholar majoring in Biology at UTC. Scott Wallace is a sophomore at
Chattanooga State. Jami Wolf is a Brock Scholar majoring in Biology at UTC. Don Zimmer is an
Assistant Professor of Music at UTC.

WRITING CONCENTRATION
The English Department's Concentration in Writing at The University of Tennessee at Chattanooga is
comprised of basic course requirements for the English major and a selection from basic and
advanced courses in creative, expository, or critical writing. Interested students have the opportunity
to work on The Poetry Miscellany, the Sequoya Review and on the English Department's English
Bulletin; to meet with writers who visit the university; and for qualified students, to work on a
Departmental Honors project in Creative Writing. There are also numerous opportunities for
informal tutorials. Several students have recently had poems published in other publications and
some have elected to continue their work in MFA programs after graduation.

The University of Tennessee at Chattanooga does not discriminate against prospective or current students or employees on the basis of sex,
handicap, race, color, religion or national origin, pursuant to the requirements of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973, and other applicable statutes. Inquiries and charges of violation of this policy.shou Id be directed to Dr. Charles M. Temple, Executive
Vice Chancellor.
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